Annex 5
Current and newly introduced Harmonized System
codes for bamboo and rattan commodities
Codes

Description
Current codes in the INBAR database (www.inbar.int)
1. Vegetable plaiting materials:

140110

Bamboo used primarily for plaiting (BAMBO)

140120

Rattan used primarily for plaiting (RATAN)

140190

Vegetable materials nes (not elswhere specified), used primarily for plaiting (OVPMT)
2. Manufacture of plaiting materials:

460110

Bamboo used primarily for plaiting (BAMBO)

460120

Mats, matting and screens, vegetable plaiting material (PPMAT)

460191

Plaited vegetable material articles not mats or screen (PNMAT)

460210

Basketwork, wickerwork products of vegetable material (BSKWK)
3. Furniture of plaiting materials:

940150

Seats of cane, osier, bamboo or similar materials (SEATC)

940380

Furniture of cane, materials nes (FURNC)
4. Vegetables:

070990

Vegetables, fresh or chilled nes (VEGCH)

071190

Vegetables nes and mixtures provisionally preserved (VEGPP)

071290

Vegetables nes and mixtures, dried, not further prepared (VEGDR)

200590

Vegetables nes, mixed, prepared/preserved, not frozen/vinegar (VEGPR)
New codes (effective in 2007):

200591

Bamboo shoots

440210

Bamboo charcoal (including shell or nut charcoal), whether or not agglomerated

440930

Bamboo continuously shaped products, other than flooring (under heading 4402 in the
Harmonized System)

441210

Bamboo veneered panels and similar laminated bamboo

442213

Bamboo strips and friezes for parquet flooring, unassembled and assembled parquet panels

460121

Bamboo plaits and similar products of plaiting materials, whether or not assembled into
strips; plaiting materials, plaits and parallel strands or woven, in sheet form, whether or not
finished articles (e.g. mats, matting, screens)

460122

Of rattan

460192

Of vegetable materials, of bamboo

460193

Of vegetable materials, of rattan

460211

Basketwork, wickerwork and other articles made directly to shape from plaiting materials or
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made from goods under heading 4601; articles of loofah, of bamboo
460212

Of rattan

470630

Pulp of fibres derived from recovered (waste or scrap) paper or paperboard or other fibrous,
cellulosic material of bamboo

482361

Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres, cut to size or shape;
other articles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding or webs of cellulose fibres
of bamboo

940151

Seats of bamboo and rattan

940381

Furniture of bamboo and rattan

Source: WCO 2002
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